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Abstract
We compare photospheric line-of-sight magnetograms from the Synoptic Long-
term Investigations of the Sun (SOLIS) vector spectromagnetograph (VSM)
instrument with observations from the 150-foot Solar Tower at Mt. Wilson
(MWO), Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) on Solar Dynamics Obser-
vatory (SDO), and Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) on Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO). We find very good agreement between VSM and the other
data sources for both disk-averaged flux densities and pixel-by-pixel measure-
ments. We show that the VSM mean flux density time series is of consistently
high signal-to-noise with no significant zero-offsets. We discuss in detail some
of the factors -spatial resolution, flux dependence and position on the solar
disk- affecting the determination of scaling between VSM and SOHO/MDI or
SDO/HMI magnetograms. The VSM flux densities agree well with spatially
smoothed data from MDI and HMI, although the scaling factors show clear
dependence on flux density. The factor to convert VSM to HMI increases with
increasing flux density (from ≈1 to ≈1.5). The nonlinearity is smaller for the
VSM vs. SOHO/MDI scaling factor (from ≈1 to ≈1.2).
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1. Introduction
Synoptic observations play a key role in, e.g., space weather forecasting and
solar-stellar studies as well as understanding the fundamental properties of
solar activity. A good synoptic data set has a long duration and consistently
high quality e.g., no artificial trends or jumps in the data and only few outlier
points. For long-term measurements, however, it is inevitable that instruments
will be upgraded or even replaced. It is therefore critical to ensure the con-
tinuity of data sets from one instrument to another. Inter-instrument com-
parisons are one way to ensure the continuity. The aim of this paper is to
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2provide a comparison between the Synoptic Long-term Investigations of the Sun
(SOLIS; Keller, Harvey, and Giampapa, 2003) photospheric line-of-sight (LOS)
magnetograms and the synoptic data sets from the 150-foot Solar Tower at Mt.
Wilson (MWO; Ulrich et al., 2002), Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI;
Scherrer et al., 2012) on the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) satellite and
Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI; Scherrer et al., 1995) on the Solar and Helio-
spheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite.
In earlier days of solar magnetography, several studies were conducted to com-
pare the LOS and vector magnetograms taken by different observatories. These
early studies indicated difficulties when comparing the not strictly simultaneous
observations taken with different spatial and spectral resolution and in different
spectral lines. The results of comparisons also depend on position on the solar
disk and which solar feature is under consideration (see Demidov et al. (2008) for
details and additional references). More recently, Leka and Barnes (2012) present
a comprehensive study of the effects of different spatial resolutions on magnetic
field measurement comparisons confirming many earlier findings. Other examples
of magnetogram comparisons include Tran et al. (2005; SOHO/MDI and MWO),
Berger and Lites (2003; Advanced Stokes Polarimeter at NSO/Sacramento Peak
and and SOHO/MDI), and Liu et al. (2012; SDO/HMI and SOHO/MDI). While
the three comparisons above include data from either MDI, MWO, and/or HMI,
the main difference between them and the comparison presented here is that
they are either for very low spatial resolution, all space-based instruments, or
for a single observation. In contrast, SOLIS magnetograms are synoptic, ground-
based, and have moderate spatial resolution. The vector spectro-magnetograph
(VSM) on SOLIS was designed in part to continue the synoptic data set of
LOS magnetograms from the 512-channel magnetograph and the NASA/NSO
Spectromagnetograph (SPM) operated during 1974–2003 at NSO/Kitt Peak
(Livingston et al., 1976a,1976b; Jones et al., 1992). Comparison of SOLIS/VSM
measurements with MDI, HMI, and MWO is necessary for ensuring the conti-
nuity of the combined data set from these two NSO instruments.
2. SOLIS VSM
SOLIS is a synoptic facility to study the solar activity cycle, energetics in the
solar atmosphere, and solar irradiance changes. It consists of three telescopes:
The 50 cm vector spectro-magnetograph (VSM), the 8 mm integrated sunlight
spectrometer (ISS), and the 14 cm full-disk patrol (FDP). Currently there is
one SOLIS system operating at Kitt Peak in Arizona, but a global network
of SOLIS/VSM instruments is envisioned in the NSO long range plan. VSM,
operational since 2003, is designed to measure solar magnetic fields in a synoptic
manner to address the SOLIS science questions and to continue the synoptic
observations made by NSO during 1974-2003. The VSM magnetic field obser-
vations include measurements of the full vector field (Stokes I, Q, U and V )
using the photospheric Fe i 630.15 and 630.25 nm lines and full-disk LOS flux
density measurements (Stokes I and V ) using photospheric Fe i 630.15 nm and
chromospheric Ca ii 854.2 nm lines.
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2004; Demidov et al., 2008) have shown that the Kitt Peak SPM and MDI data
are in good agreement except that the MDI measurements are a factor ≈1.4
higher than raw SPMmeasurements (Jones and Ceja, 2001; Thornton and Jones, 2002;
Wenzler et al., 2004). Jones et al. (2004) compared VSM measurements with
SPM and found that the two are virtually identical except for the improved
sensitivity of VSM. Since the agreement between SPM and MDI as well as SPM
and VSM has already been established by other authors, we do not include
SPM data in the current analysis. The differences between measurements can
be attributed to several factors. Berger and Lites (2002, 2003) present a detailed
comparison of magnetograms derived from slit- and filter-based instruments and
conclude that the response of filter-based magnetograms depends strongly on
thermodynamic conditions, spatial resolution and field inclination effects. The
effect of spectral resolution on LOS flux measurements and choice of method used
to measure the flux was addressed by Cauzzi et al. (1993). They found that the
center of gravity method (Rees and Semel, 1979) offers the best way to measure
LOS fields from high and moderate spectral resolution observations while the
derivative method based on the weak field approximation and the single wave-
length modeling-based calibration result in increased scatter. Also other factors
such as calibration procedures, e.g., treatment of instrumental polarization and
zero-offsets, and choice of spectral line can contribute to discrepancies between
instruments. Due to these multiple factors even spectrograph-based instruments
do not necessarily result in identical magnetograms.
A detailed description of the VSM telescope and spectrograph can be found in,
e.g., Balasubramaniam and Pevtsov (2011) and Keller, Harvey, and Giampapa
(2003). The VSM magnetograms are constructed by scanning (2048 steps) in
declination (from geocentric south to north) with the spectrograph slit across the
solar disk. The slit, 2048′′ in length, is oriented in the east-west direction. Thus,
a single scanline provides full spectra for all points on the solar disk from the
eastern to the western limb. Currently there is no telescope guider to stabilize the
image during the observations. This may lead to shifts of the solar image relative
to the slit during bad seeing conditions. Seeing conditions can be considered bad
when granulation is not visible in the continuum intensity images. To account for
the curvature of the spectrum, the slit is curved with a radius of 16173′′ (the cen-
ter of the slit is shifted southward by approximately 32′′ relative to the endpoints
of the slit). The image of the spectrum is split by a focal plane beam-splitter into
two parts, each 1024′′ long, which are re-imaged onto two separate 1024×256
pixel CCD cameras (camera A and camera B). The LOS magnetograms are
derived from the Stokes (I + V ) and (I-V ) spectra (nominal spectral sampling
is 23 mA˚) using the SPM algorithm (Jones et al., 1992; Jones, 1996), which is a
variant of the center of gravity method (Rees and Semel, 1979).
The computed magnetograms have an instrumental zero-point magnetic field
(“magbias”) that varies as a function of pixel position along the slit. The varia-
tions are typically within ± 2 G (gauss) for the Fe i 630.15 nm line. To remove
the magbias, we compute the flux distribution of pixels located in vertical bands
(parallel to the scanning direction) across the solar image. Each band is 11 pixels
wide and displaced by 1 pixel with respect to the preceding band. Only pixels
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active regions each band includes pixels from the current observation and also
from observations taken during the previous 14 days. A Gaussian fit is applied
to determine the center (magbias value) of the individual distributions. The
magbias is subtracted from the magnetograms. The end product, zero-point
corrected magnetograms, are geometrically corrected to remove the slit curvature
and to merge the cameras (by removing the gap between the two halves of the
solar disk as observed by the two cameras) in order to produce a circular solar
disk with a spatial sampling of about 1′′.
The major changes to VSM since 2003 include a move of the telescope from
a temporary site to its current location on Kitt Peak in 2004. The original VSM
modulators were replaced in 2006 leading to better polarimetric measurements.
The original Rockwell cameras had a pixel size of 1.125′′. In 2010 they were
replaced by Sarnoff cameras with smaller pixel size, 1′′, and better sensitivity.
The circular polarization efficiency of the current LOS modulator was carefully
measured in 2011 and found to range from 0.96 at the east end of the slit
to 0.75 at the west end. The modulator efficiency was measured by inserting
a linear polarizer followed by a quarter-wave plate in front of the telescope
focal plane. Sixty-four sets of solar spectra were recorded with various angles
of the polarizer and wave plate relative to the slit direction. Each spectral set
consisted of two simultaneous spectra produced by a Savart plate polarizing
beam splitter located just in front of the camera focal plane and two sequential
spectra produced by changing the modulator state. At each slit position the
observed intensities of the four spectra for all 64 combinations of polarizer
and wave plate angles were fit to a model of the polarization properties of
the telescope and spectrograph. Seven parameters of the model were allowed
to vary in the fitting process while another seven were fixed based on previous
measurements. One of the adjustable parameters is the amount by which circular
polarization fails to be completely modulated as recorded by the cameras. This
factor varies along the slit and depends mainly on imperfect performance of the
modulator, unmodulated scattered light within the spectrograph, and image lag
within the camera CCD detectors. Dividing one by the varying factor produces
a multiplicative correction function along the slit that is applied to recorded
magnetograms. This process corrects measured magnetic field values that are
weakened by internal instrumental effects. Calibration data needed to construct
a correction function are not available for the Rockwell era.
The level of scattered light in VSM is less than 10%. It varies with position
in the final optical plane and with the position of the Sun on the entrance slit.
The correction function for the efficiency of the modulator for Sarnoff includes
instrumental scattered light. Scattered light from other sources, i.e., atmosphere,
telescope and image blurring, is not accounted for. The reduction in the apparent
circular polarization signal due to scattered light is most pronounced in sunspot
umbrae.
An internal calibration to account for the camera change was done by compar-
ing the widths of flux density distributions in remapped heliographic (180◦×180◦)
magnetograms during 2009 and 2010. It was determined that a scaling factor of
1.59 needs to be applied to the raw VSM/Rockwell magnetograms to reconcile
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large factor is attributed to image lag in the Rockwell cameras and not using a
modulator efficiency correction function for Rockwell data.
The full-disk LOS Fe i 630.15 nm magnetograms (referred to as Level2 data
products) are used to create synoptic maps and mean magnetic flux density time
series (Level3). All SOLIS data products are available on-line at: http://solis.nso.edu.
For the comparisons discussed in this paper we use VSM data taken after the
new modulator was installed in 2006.
2.1. Weak Signal Distribution
To estimate the noise level of VSM LOS Fe i 630.15 nm magnetograms and how
it varies spatially we make a data cube (x, y, n) of all magnetograms where the
solar radius is larger than 855 pixels (for VSM/Rockwell, 272 magnetograms)
or 970 pixels (VSM/Sarnoff, 195 magnetograms). The radius criterion is used
to minimize the effect of size variation of the solar disk on the noise levels per
pixel. We then fit Gaussian functions to the distributions of low flux density
pixels (below 100 G) for each pixel on the solar disk. The width, σ, of the
Gaussian is used as a proxy for noise. This is an upper limit for instrumental
noise since the distribution is dominated by a significant amount of genuine weak
solar signals: Measurements of the instrumental noise using out of focus images
give a pixel-by-pixel noise level of well below 1 G. The results of the analysis are
shown in figure 1.
The VSM/Sarnoff noise image (Figure 1c) also includes visible contributions
from solar activity, not only weak quiet Sun fields, as seen by the presence of
activity belts in the noise images. The mean noise is 2.8 G in VSM/Sarnoff
and slightly higher, 3.5 G, in VSM/Rockwell. In both cases the noise is lowest
at disk center and increases toward the limb. The noise appears to decrease
again very near the limb. The errors of the Gaussian fits, however, also increase
near the limb making it difficult to judge the reason for the decrease. In fact,
the near limb behavior is expected for a distribution of nearly horizontal fields
that become difficult to resolve near the limb (see Harvey et al., 2007). Both
VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff noise images have an area of increased noise
near the west limb. This is likely caused by minor vignetting and consequent light
level reduction near the west edge of the slit. There is an additional east-west
hemisphere asymmetry in the VSM/Rockwell magnetograms, with the exception
of the west limb, camera B has lower noise than camera A. This may be due
to variation in modulator efficiency (modulator inefficiency is corrected for only
in VSM/Sarnoff magnetograms) and possible differences in gain and scattered
light. VSM/Sarnoff data do not show this asymmetry. The area around the gap
between camera A and camera B is visible as a region of increased noise. The
prism that splits the spectrum into the camera A and camera B beams has some
dust particles on it. These are nearly in focus at the vertex of the prism but
rapidly defocus away from the vertex. When the dust is in focus, it adds noise
to the algorithm used to determine the LOS flux density. Since the gap is not
always placed on the same position relative to the solar disk (P -angle variations
and centering of the solar image on the slit) the width of the increased noise
region may be exaggerated in the noise image.
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6Figure 1. Spatial variation of noise in VSM full disk LOS magnetograms. (a) VSM/Rockwell
noise in units of G measured as the standard deviation, σ, of a fitted Gaussian distribution.
(b) one-σ error estimates for the Gaussian fits. Panels (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b)
but for VSM/Sarnoff.
3. Comparison of VSM Magnetograms with Other Instruments
3.1. Mean Magnetic Flux Density Comparison
We compare VSM mean flux density measurements (flux density averaged over
the entire disk) with MDI and MWO (R. K. Ulrich, private communication)
data. The MDI and MWO data are interpolated to the same temporal sampling
as VSM and all pixels with values above 1 G are excluded from the analysis.
Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1 summarize the results of the comparison. The first
780 days of the MWO mean flux density time series have a different zero-offset
than the rest of the time series (see the top panels of figure 2). We exclude these
data points from the analysis.
The overall agreement between the data sets, VSM, MWO and MDI, is good:
The change in activity level and solar rotation modulation in the three time
series are similar and the correlation between the different series is strong. A
linear bisector fit (Isobe et al., 1990), MDI (MWO) = a+b× VSM, gives scaling
factors of approximately 0.6 for VSM vs. MDI and 0.75 for VSM vs. MWO.
The zero-offsets for the MWO and VSM mean fluxes are small. For MDI, a
considerably larger value is found. It is known that MDI level 1.8 data has a zero-
offset so we attribute the offset to be mostly due to MDI. Based on the analysis,
the magbias applied to the VSM data successfully removes instrumental artifacts.
No difference in zero-offsets is seen for VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff.
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7Table 1. Summary of mean flux density comparisons. The first column
denotes which data sets are compared. a and b are coefficients of a
linear fitting: MDI (MWO) = a + b× VSM. The standard deviation of
the fit parameters is given in parentheses. rc is the Pearson correlation
coefficient.
a b rc
MWO vs. VSM -0.019 (0.0038) 0.75 (0.019) 0.77
MWO vs. VSM/Rockwell 0.0011 (0.0026) 0.59 (0.017) 0.80
MWO vs. VSM/Sarnoff -0.0035 (0.0091) 0.83 (0.028) 0.77
MDI vs. VSM -0.18 (0.0023) 0.62 (0.010) 0.78
MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell -0.18 (0.0020) 0.60 (0.012) 0.76
MDI vs. VSM/Sarnoff -0.18 (0.0040) 0.71 (0.018) 0.86
Figure 2. Comparison of VSM and MWO mean magnetic flux density measurements. Top
left: VSM (green) and MWO (black) mean magnetic flux density as a function of time. Vertical
dotted line marks change from VSM/Rockwell to VSM/Sarnoff. Top right and bottom left:
Magnifications of portions of the time series. Bottom right: Scatter plot of VSM vs. MWO
mean flux density measurements. All data points are in black, VSM/Rockwell (excluding the
first 780 days) in brown, and VSM/Sarnoffin orange. Text indicates results of linear fits to the
scatter plots with the same color-coding as used for the data points. Standard deviation of the
fit parameters is given in parentheses.
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8Figure 3. Comparison of VSM and MDI mean magnetic flux density measurements. Top left:
VSM (green) and MDI (black) mean magnetic flux densities as a function of time. Vertical
dotted line marks change from VSM/Rockwell to VSM/Sarnoff. Top right and bottom left:
Magnifications of portions of the time series. Bottom right: Scatter plot of VSM vs. MDI mean
flux density measurements. Data points from VSM/Rockwell are in brown and VSM/Sarnoff
data points are in orange. Text indicates results of linear fits to the scatter plots with the same
color-coding as used for the data points. Standard deviation of the fit parameters is given in
parentheses.
If the VSM time series is divided into VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff and
the comparison with MDI and MWO is repeated, the retrieved scaling fac-
tors for VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff are not consistent: The VSM/Sarnoff
gives higher values. If only weak fields (data points where the mean flux den-
sity is less than 0.3 G) are included, the resulting scaling factors for MDI vs.
VSM/Rockwell and MDI vs. VSM/Sarnoff agree within error bars of the fits,
0.62. The disagreement of the mean flux density scaling and agreement of the
scaling if only weak fluxes are included indicates that the internal scaling of
VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff is nonlinear, i.e., weak and strong fields cannot
be scaled with a single factor.
3.2. Pixel-by-pixel LOS Magnetogram Comparison
We also make a comparison of VSM magnetograms with HMI and MDI mag-
netograms on a pixel-by-pixel basis. All the scaling factors are determined from
a linear bisector fit to the MDI (HMI) and VSM data points: MDI (HMI) =
a + b×VSM/Rockwell (VSM/Sarnoff). The 1-σ errors of the measured scaling
factors are small (less than 10−3) and not shown for most of the results.
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Figure 4. Examples of full-disk LOS magnetograms used for pixel-by-pixel comparisons. The
grid shows tiling used for co-alignment. All magnetograms are scaled to [-50,50] G.
For the pixel-by-pixel comparison, we use full-disk magnetograms from MDI
(level 1.8) and HMI (45 s). We compare the magnetograms on the largest pixel
scale common to the MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell and HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff pairs
(1.98′′ for MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell and 1′′ for HMI-VSM/Sarnoff). To co-align
the magnetograms we divide all the images in 8×8 tiles (254×254 and 128×128
pixels for HMI and MDI, respectively). Only tiles which are fully on the solar
disk are included in the analysis (see figure 4). To co-register the images we
use the Solar Software (Freeland and Handy, 1998) image co-alignment routine
auto align images.pro, which determines the scaling and shifts in x and y as
well as allows for possible warping of the magnetograms, due to varying seeing
conditions within the VSM data. The alignment is optimized using the Powell
minimization algorithm. Cubic convolution is used to interpolate the images
onto a common grid. The resulting co-alignment is not very sensitive to the
method used: Rigid displacements computed via cross correlations yield very
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similar results, although the quality of the co-alignment using the first method
is better near the limb. We co-align two sets of MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell and
three sets of HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff magnetograms.
The instruments differ not only by their pixel sizes, but in also spatial resolu-
tions and point spread functions leading to very different apparent flux density
per pixel of the magnetograms. VSM observations are affected by variations in
seeing conditions which can lead to a varying spatial resolution in different mag-
netograms and, at times, even within a single magnetogram. In particular, the
VSM magnetograms are affected during bad seeing conditions by perturbations
in seeing moving the solar image on the slit. To compensate for the different spa-
tial resolutions we spatially smooth the space-based images by convolving them
with a Gaussian of a given FWHM (FWHM=2.35×σ). A better match between
the magnetograms might have been achieved through using a two parameter
Voigt function. However, to minimize the number of free parameters in the
comparisons, we chose to use a Gaussian with a varying FWHM. The spatially
smoothed magnetograms have apparent flux densities in better agreement with
the VSM data, but the smoothing also artificially reduces the apparent flux
density of the space-based measurements.
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate how spatial smoothing changes the magne-
tograms. Maximizing the correlation coefficient between the magnetograms effec-
tively optimizes the agreement of the apparent flux densities. However, smooth-
ing affects the correlation coefficients differently for weak or strong fluxes.
Scaling factors for the unsmoothed MDI data and VSM data are∼1.2-1.4, sim-
ilar to the values found for SPM andMDI (Jones and Ceja, 2001; Wenzler et al., 2004).
This further demonstrates the good agreement between SPM and VSM data as
previously shown by Jones et al. (2004) for early VSM data.
For strong fluxes the effect of smoothing on the correlation function is fairly
small. Strong fluxes are easy to co-align and they are nearly always surrounded
by fairly strong fluxes leading to strong correlation, even in the case of spa-
tially unsmoothed data. The scaling factor for the strong fluxes decreases with
increased smoothing.
For intermediate fluxes (typical features are network fields), the correlation
first increases with increased smoothing, reaches a plateau, and eventually be-
gins to decrease again. The scaling factors decrease with increased smoothing,
but not in as linear a manner as was the case for the strong fluxes. For the
intermediate fluxes an optimal minimum amount of smoothing (i.e., when the
plateau is reached) can be roughly determined from figures 5 and 6: For HMI
vs. VSM/Sarnoff it is 4′′ and for MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell 5′′. Note that the
optimal smoothing is not the same for all the data sets. In figure 6 the green
lines correspond to a set when the VSM magnetogram was taken under seeing
conditions worse than the two other data sets included in the analysis. The initial
correlation coefficient for it is smaller and as a function of smoothing the curve
peaks at higher values than for the two other data sets. The effect of location
on the solar disk for determining scaling factors is already implied in figures 5
and 6: Disk center (tiles surrounded in all directions by tiles fully located on the
solar disk) and edge (tiles fully on the solar disk, but partially surrounded by
tiles not fully on the disk) give slightly different scaling factors.
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Figure 5. Effect of spatial smoothing in determining scaling factors for MDI vs.
VSM/Rockwell. Upper left: Pearson correlation coefficient of MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell mag-
netograms as a function of FWHM of the Gaussian used to spatially smooth the MDI data.
Dotted lines are from pixels with VSM flux density between 30 and 100 G, dash-dotted lines
for 100–500 G and dash-triple dotted for greater than 500 G. Different colors denote different
data sets. Upper right: Scaling factor as a function of smoothing for pixels with VSM flux
density between 30 and 100 G. Larger dots are for center tiles and smaller dots for edge tiles.
Lower left: Scaling factor for pixels with VSM flux density between 100 and 500 G. Lower
right: Scaling factor for pixels with flux density greater than 500 G.
Figure 7 shows how the MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell scaling factors change across
the solar disk. Both sets of magnetograms have an east-west asymmetry in the
behavior of weak (below 30 G, likely dominated by noise) fields: The west side
(especially lower right corner) has weaker correlation and larger scaling factors.
This is consistent with higher noise in MDI magnetograms in the bottom right
corner; see Figure 9 in Liu et al. (2012). Spatial smoothing (using the “optimal”
5′′ FWHM Gaussian) increases the spatial homogeneity of the scaling factors,
especially for fields clearly above the noise level of unsmoothed MDI data. The
spatial variation of the scaling factors can be attributed to center-to-limb vari-
ation (and spatial asymmetries in instruments) as well as the amount of flux
present in the tile.
The same tile-by-tile analysis is shown for HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff in figure
8. Unlike the MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell case, there is no apparent east-west
asymmetry. Tiles with low correlation tend to have higher scaling factors. In
the smoothed data these tiles are located mostly near the limb where the noise
is higher. The spatial variation of the scaling factors is also partly due to the non-
linearity of the scaling factor as a function of flux density: The scaling between
SOLA: ms.tex; 21 August 2018; 1:56; p. 11
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Figure 6. Effect of spatial smoothing in determining scaling factors for HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff.
Upper left: Pearson correlation coefficient of HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff magnetograms as a func-
tion of FWHM of the Gaussian used to spatially smooth the HMI data. Dotted lines are from
pixels with VSM flux density between 30 and 100 G, dash-dotted lines for 100–500 G and
dash-triple dotted for greater than 500 G. Different colors denote different data sets. Upper
right: Scaling factor as a function of smoothing for pixels with VSM flux density between 30
and 100 G. Larger dots are for center tiles and smaller dots for edge tiles. Lower left: Scaling
factor for pixels with VSM flux density between 100 and 500 G. Lower right: Scaling factor
for pixels with flux density greater than 500 G.
HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff is more nonlinear than for MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell as
shown below.
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate how the scaling factors depend on the magnetic
flux density range considered. All tiles fully on the solar disk are included in
the analysis, i.e., no consideration is given to the relative position, edge or
center, of the tiles. The analysis is made for optimally smoothed data (4′′ for
HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff and 5′′ for MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell). Spatial smoothing
reduces the noise of the MDI (HMI) magnetograms and brings them closer to
the VSM data. Fitting a Gaussian to the histograms of the VSM/Rockwell and
VSM/Sarnoff magnetograms gives widths, σ of 3.8 G and 3.0 G, respectively.
Prior to smoothing MDI and HMI σs are 24.0 G and 8.8 G, and after smoothing
7.5 G and 3.4 G, respectively. Due to the smaller dynamic range (BSCALE=2.8
G) of MDI, the MDI histogram is binned in increments of 5 G instead of 1 G as
was done for the other magnetograms. Doing this gives a slightly larger σ. If the
VSM/Rockwell histogram is binned in increments of 5 G the resulting Gaussian
has a slightly larger σ, 4.3 G.
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Figure 7. Scaling factors and correlation coefficients for two sets of VSM/Rockwell and MDI
magnetograms. Dots indicate tiles for which the statistics is insufficient to determine the scaling
factors.
The flux dependence of the scaling factors is systematic: The scaling fac-
tors are larger for higher fluxes. The difference is more modest for MDI vs.
VSM/Rockwell (the scaling factor is ≈1.0 for weak fields, ≈1.2 for strong fields)
than for HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff (varies from ≈1.0 to ≈1.5 for weak to strong
fields), i.e., the HMI vs. VSM/Rockwell scaling is more nonlinear. This possibly
contributes to the higher spatial inhomogeneity in Figure 8 as compared to
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Figure 8. Scaling factors and correlation coefficients for two sets of VSM/Sarnoff and HMI
magnetograms. Dots indicate tiles for which the statistics is insufficient to determine the scaling
factors.
Figure 7. Not surprisingly, the zero-offset, a, also increases when strong fluxes
are considered.
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Figure 9. Flux dependence of MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell scaling factors. The MDI mag-
netogram was spatially smoothed with a Gaussian, FWHM=5′′. Top left: Histograms for
VSM/Rockwell (black) and MDI (red) data (28 March 2008). Remaining panels show scatter
plots for various flux ranges (color scale for scatter plots is logarithmic). Shown in solid line
is computed fit and in dotted line scaling factor equal unity and zero offset fit. Computed fit
(scaling factor and offset, standard deviation in fitting in parentheses) and Pearson correlation
coefficient are given at the upper left corner of each panel.
4. Summary
Determining scaling factors to inter-calibrate magnetograms from different sources
is challenging and finding universal scaling factors which apply for all flux
ranges, disk positions, spatial resolutions and seeing conditions is unattainable.
The comparison presented here, despite the challenges, demonstrates very good
agreement between VSM LOS magnetic flux density measurements and data
from other sources (MWO, SDO/HMI and SOHO/MDI). This is true both for
disk-averaged quantities and pixel-by-pixel comparisons.
Comparison of mean flux density time series shows that the VSM compares
favorably with MWO and MDI data: It has no zero-offset issues found in both
MDI and MWO data. (A zero-offset is present in the first 780 days of the MWO
data used in the comparison.) Despite the nonlinearity at high flux densities, the
VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff provide a consistent data set of disk-averaged
mean flux densities essential for synoptic studies.
The comparison showed that the internal instrument calibration between
VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff is not fully linear: The internal calibration
coefficient, constructed to reach the best possible agreement between VSM mag-
netograms, does not fully reconcile the mean flux density measurements of
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Figure 10. Flux dependence of HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff scaling factors. The HMI magnetogram
was spatially smoothed with a Gaussian, FWHM=4′′. Top left: Histograms for VSM/Sarnoff
(black) and MDI (red) data (14 November 2011). Remaining panels show scatter plots for
various flux ranges (color scale for scatter plots is logarithmic). Shown in solid line is computed
fit and in dotted line scaling factor equal unity and zero offset fit. Computed fit (scaling factor
and offset, standard deviation in fitting in parentheses) and Pearson correlation coefficient are
given at the upper left corner of each panel.
VSM/Rockwell and VSM/Sarnoff unless strong fields are excluded. We do not
yet fully understand the reason for this nonlinearity.
The noise levels in VSM data are significantly lower than in HMI or MDI,
less than 3 G compared to 10 G and 26 G for HMI and MDI (Liu et al., 2012).
Even after applying optimal spatial smoothing to HMI and MDI data, their
noise levels remain somewhat higher than those of VSM. We showed through
various analyses how the determination of scaling factors is affected by spatial
smoothing, flux dependence, and center-to-limb variations. Spatial smoothing
is needed to match the apparent flux densities of the different magnetograms.
Smoothing, however, decreases the apparent flux density of the data leading to
altered scaling factors. Due to varying seeing conditions, determining optimal
smoothing may not be not trivial when the comparison includes ground-based
instruments. While the correlation of the magnetograms is fairly constant for a
wide range of smoothing amplitudes, the scaling factors can change significantly.
Furthermore, for ground-based instruments the optimal smoothing can change
not only from one observation to another, but, in the worst case, also within an
single observation.
The flux dependence of the scaling factors needs to be considered in the
comparisons. In particular, the HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff comparison showed that
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even in the case of spatially smoothed data, the scaling factors have a non-
negligible dependence on the flux density. There are many possible causes for
the nonlinear scaling. For example, scattered light reduces measured fluxes in
sunspots in VSM observations. Strong blending in the Ni i 676.8 nm line in the
umbrae of sunspots reduces estimates of flux density in instruments that use this
line (MDI and Global Oscillation Network Group, GONG). At low flux densities,
the scaling factor between MDI vs. VSM/Rockwell is roughly unity and at high
densities the scaling factor increases to ≈1.2. For HMI vs. VSM/Sarnoff the
factors are ≈1 for low and≈1.5 for high flux densities. Note that these values do
not address center-to-limb variation and are computed after spatial smoothing
has been applied to the space-based data.
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